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7:30 p.m.
FROM *Lieutenant Kije Suite, “Troika”*  
Sergei Prokofiev  
(1891-1953)  
arr. Steven Lytle

The Most Wonderful Time of the Year  
Eddie Pola  
(1907-1995)  
George Wyle  
(1916-2003)  
arr. Darrol Barry

White Christmas  
Irving Berlin  
(1888-1989)  
arr. Mark Freeh

Guadete  
Traditional  
arr. Howard Lorrman

Amazing Grace  
Traditional

Santa Claus is Coming to Town  
J. Fred Cootes  
(1897-1985)  
Dizzy Gillespie  
(1917-1993)  
arr. Robin Dewhurst

Fillmore Philharmonic Brass Band  
Kevin Michael Holzman, conductor

String Quartet in F Major  
Maurice Ravel  
(1875-1937)  
arr. Martin Hebel

NTC Trumpet Ensemble  
Sean McKay, Ben Hunter, Leif Atchley, Jackson Brummett, Julia Kim

Dorian  
Pierre Garbage  
(1685-1750)

CCM Tuba Euphonium Ensemble  
Timothy Northcut, conductor  
Euphonium: Sean Eberlin, Kayla Fisher, Jake McClain, Isaac Slavens, Kay Sun  
Tuba: Caroline Habig, Zak Holliday, Xianquan Mu, Bryan Patterson, Evan Sacks-Wilner, Kevin Weng Lin

Colchester Fantasy: The Marquis of Granby  
Eric Ewazen  
(b. 1954)

Selections from *Elizabethan Ayres*  
Anonymous  
ed. Ray Mase

Graduate Brass Quintet  
Andy Tazwell Ezell, Sean McKay, Austin Motley, Xianquan Mu, Sarah Palmer

Egmont Overture  
Ludwig van Beethoven  
(1770-1827)  
arr. Alan Civil

CCM Horn Choir  
Drew Morgan, Mason Stewart, Szymon Rywalski, Diego Palacios, Haden Kaufmanm, Jacob Speakman, Daniel Itzkowitz, Natalie Sweasy, Emma Van Zuyle

Freeing Aurora  
Matt Mauro  
(b. 1989)

CCM Horn Choir  
Matt Mauro, Alex Dick, Brad Granville, Chris Phelps, Phillip Palmore, Jess Lombardo, Anthony Stanley, Klayton Schaefer, Tony Padilla, Andrew Meyers, Miranda Teske, Hyunsu Jeoung, Lucas Huffman, Lotti Ropert, Sarah Palmer

A Christmas Night  
arr. Marc Jeanbourquin  
(b. 1977)

Pater Noster- Volgarizzato da Dante  
Giuseppe Verdi  
(1813-1901)  
arr. Arno Hermann

Russian Christmas Music  
Alfred Reed  
(1921-2005)  
arr. Bruce Fraser
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